The Ontology of Evidence

Workshop, 16th-17th April 2013
Geneva, Switzerland

Tuesday 16th April
Uni-Bastions, Room B 216

Chair: Davide Fassio

14:30-16:00  Clayton Littlejohn (King’s College London): On the Ontology of Epistemic Reasons (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

16:00-16:15  Coffee Break

16:15-17:45  Pascal Engel (Geneva and EHESS): Is Irrealistic Cognitivism About Reasons Tenable? (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

20:00  Dinner at “L’Échalotte” (Rue des rois 17 – 1204 Genève)

Wednesday 17th April
Uni-Bastions, Room B 216, last talk – Rue Saint Ours 5, Room 364

Chair: Anne Meylan

09:00-10:30  Ram Neta (Chapel Hill): Evidence without Knowledge (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

10:30-10:45  Coffee Break

10:45-12:15  Veli Mitova (University of Vienna): How to Be a Truthy Psychologist About Evidence (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

12:45-14:15  Lunch at “Café des sources” (Rue des sources 8 – 1205 Genève)

Chair: Julien Dutant

14:30-16:00  Arturs Logins (Geneva): Evidential Internalism and the Problem of Public Evidence (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

16:00-16:15  Coffee Break and Change to Room Saint-Ours 364

16:15-17:45  John Gibbons (Nebraska/Lincoln): Guidance (60 min talk + 30 min for discussion)

19:00  Dinner at “Café du marché” (Avenue Henri-Dunant 16 – 1227 Genève)

Venue:  Bâtiment Uni-Bastions, Room B 216, Rue de Candolle 5, 1204 Genève
        Rue Saint Ours 5, Room 364 – Last talk!

The workshop is organized by Santiago Echeverri, Arturs Logins, and the Episteme Research Group in Geneva within the FNS project “Knowledge, Evidence, and Practice.”